Stamps of Zonghe-Xinlu Line
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Introduction

Built in 1755 (Qing Dynasty), Hongludi Nanshan Fude Temple is
well-known for answering prayers for success and wealth. Its
1

南勢角站

conspicuous statue of the Earth God (Tudi Gong) is the largest in

Nanshijiao

Taiwan. Staged by overseas Chinese residents originally from
Myanmar, the traditional Songkran Festival is held annually on
Huaxin Street to pray for blessings for the general public.

The architectural style of the famous Yuantong Temple is pure

2

Buddhist; it is a simulation of the Tang Dynasty style, with a hint of

景安站

Japanese flavor. Its most distinctive feature is the statue of the

Jingan

Laughing Buddha at the temple gate, greeting visitors with a
heartfelt smile.
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The expansive 823 Memorial Park, which occupies 11 hectares of
land, is praised as the “lungs of Yonghe and Zhonghe.” It has
永安市場站
3

wide-ranging ecodiversity as well as leisure and recreation

Youngan

facilities. The next-door National Taiwan Library is Taiwan’s

Market

largest national library. Nearby Yongan Market is a wonderfully
colorful traditional market.

The original Yonghe Wangxi Villa is now home to the Yang San
Lang Art Museum, where at the entrance you are greeted by a

4

bronze statue of Mr. Yang sitting and painting with extreme

頂溪站

concentration. Yonghe has long been famous for such traditional

Dingxi

snack delicacies as soybean milk, sesame seed cakes, and deep-fried
fluffy dough sticks, attracting foodies from all over the world, who
come to pamper their palates.
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Taipei’s first artistic and cultural space primarily focused on
literature, the heritage Kishu An Forest of Literature has stood the
5

古亭站

test of time under the great blue sky, accompanied by giant trees.

Guting

The four buildings, finished when Taiwan was under Japanese rule
but now located on the campus of National Taiwan Normal
University, give this area an arts and culture ambience.

Having undergone reconstruction and transformation, Dongmen

6

Market still preserves its character of a conventional market.

東門站

Through the exit, passengers can reach Yongkang Street, with an

Dongmen

international reputation for traditional xiaolongbao dumplings and
beef noodles.
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忠孝新生站

In addition to National Taipei University of Technology, this station

Zhongxiao

has two other well-known neighbors, Guanghua Digital Plaza and

Xinsheng

Jianguo Holiday Jade Market.

Known as “Women’s Street” in days gone by, Sun Square brims
松江南京站
8

with dazzling arrays of fashion commodities. The nearby

Songjiang
Nanjing

Miniatures Museum of Taiwan and Suho Memorial Paper Museum
also give this area a touch of cultural flavor.
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Hsing

Tian

Kong,

also

known

as

Enzhugong

Temple

(Wenzhugongmiu), is one of the temples in northern Taiwan with the

9

行天宮站

most numerous followers. The underpass next to it is the famous

Xingtian

“Fortune-Telling Street.” People from all over the world come not

Temple

only to pay their respects or use the “recalling a frightened soul”
service, but also to look for life answers and gain a peek at their
destinies.

Take a walk around Qingguang Commercial Zone and you will first
中山國小站
10

see the historic Church of True Light. If you continue into Taipei

Zhongshan
Elementary
School

Expo Park, you will see the south Fujian-style Lin An Tai Historical
House & Museum complex; its elegantly designed Sueh Yueh Hall
adds a distinctive architectural flavor for tourists to explore.
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Stepping out of this station, you will find yourself surrounded by
dazzling wedding gowns, for you have just entered one of Taipei’s

11

民權西路站

two famous Wedding Salon Streets, where you can see a grand

Minquan W.

array of resplendent gowns through display windows sparkling in

Rd.

the bright sunlight. This street is also known as the Green
Boulevard for its many trees. Featuring a tempered-glass roof, the
station itself has also become a local landmark.

In the early days when Tamsui Port began operating, Dadaocheng
became the center of logistics for the flourishing Taipei Basin.
12

大橋頭站

Today, the scale mock-up of an old-time “junk” is a wharf

Daqiaotou

landmark. Walk along Dihua Street to see the architectural beauty of
the old buildings and the first-rate craftsmanship practiced in the
traditional shops.
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The old photo of Taipei Bridge displayed inside this station records
the history of Daqiao. The bridge was constructed of wood in the
13

台北橋站

Qing Dynasty and Japanese colonial period, and then rebuilt using

Taipei Bridge

iron. The “Iron Bridge Sunset” at that time was one of Taipei’s
Eight Scenic Highlights. The nearby Zhongxiao Wharf is one of the
stops for the New Taipei City Government’s Water Bus.

Located next to this station, Zhongshan Art Park is beautified with
14

菜寮站

the large-scale artworks “Dingyi Sanchong” and “Rhythm

Cailiao

Sanchong.” Moreover, the nearby New Taipei City Sanchong
Stadium offers local residents a place for leisure and sports.
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Located near Sanchong Station, Sweet Ripple Park has many sweet
15

三重站

and colorful installation artworks. Sweetheart couples and

Sanchong

parents/children love to visit the park at night to enjoy the
wonderful lighting of the New Taipei City Bridge.

The municipal historic monument Xianse Temple was originally
called the “Emperor of the Five Grains Temple (Wuguxiandi

16

Miao)” or “King of the Five Grains Temple” (Wuguwang Miao)

先嗇宮站

because the legendary ruler Shennong is enshrined here, said to

Xianse Temple

bless and protect agricultural harvests and engage in divine
healing. Over 200 years old, this is the oldest temple in Sanchong
District.
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Xinzhuang District has many temples that have been designated
official historic monuments. One of these, Baoyuan Temple near
17

頭前庄站

Touqianzhuang Station, is known for its “Fire-Walking Ritual,”

Touqianzhuang

which has been recognized by New Taipei City’s Cultural Affairs
Department as a key local cultural asset. This ritual is a
quintessential local folk activity.

Having undergone over 300 years of history, the Old Street presents
the epitome of Taiwan’s development via its historic monuments,

18

temples, and various 100-year-old shops. The area’s old bell and

新莊站

drum factory provides a world-renowned Taiwan percussion group

Xinzhuang

with its drums. The nearby Xinzhuang Gymnasium hosts many
international competitions; large Xinzhuang Sports Park brims with
ornamental flowers and trees.
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Striving for “Truth, Goodness, Beauty, and Sanctity,” Fu Jen

19

輔大站

Catholic University was the first Catholic university in Taiwan.

Fu Jen

There are many beautiful sights around the campus, of which

University

Chung Mei Auditorium, an imitation of the large-scale pillar-free
Roman Colosseum, is especially noteworthy.

The name “Danfeng” comes from the old local saying “Two

20

Phoenixes Facing the Peony.” The two phoenixes are Xinzhuang’s

丹鳳站

Mt. Shibafenkeng and Mt. Baipao, which stand on either side of Mt.

Danfeng

Mudanxin, the peony. Xinzhuang Youth Park is also known by
locals as Mudanxin Ecological Park.
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This station is said to be on the site of a “Dragon’s Den”; hence the

21

name “Huilong” (coiled dragon). The old Lo-Sheng Sanatorium and

迴龍站

Hospital is a designated “Cultural Landscape & Historic Building,”

Huilong

and has been selected by the Executive Yuan as a Taiwan Potential
World Heritage Site.

22

三重國小站

This station was designed as a depiction of egrets flying over an

Sanchong
Elementary
School

ocean of flowers. Sanchong Elementary School is over 100 years
old. The famous Sanhe Night Market offers many tasty old-time
snack delicacies.
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Also known as the “cat temple” because of the many stray cats staff

23

三和國中站

have taken in, Yitian Temple draws many cat lovers. In addition to

Sanhe Junior
High School

its variety of artistic man-made landscapes, the nearby Yongsheng
Park also presents a stunning floral tapestry during the flowering
season.

An attractive work of installation art featuring flying egrets is at the
徐匯中學站
24

entrance of the station. St. Ignatius High School is a Catholic school

St. Ignatius
High School

with a long history. Nearby Bihua Textile Street is a fabric
wholesale center.
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Standing still for over 100 years, Yonglian Temple has become the
三民高中站
25

center for local activities and livelihood. In addition to Luzhou

Sanmin Senior

Temple Commercial District, this area is also famous for serving

High School

traditional snacks; the mouth-watering qiezai noodles especially.

“Luzhou” got its name from a sandbank (Shazhou) full of reeds
(Luwei). At Luzhou Station is a beautiful work of public art

26

showcasing the beauty of the light and shadow inside the station.

蘆洲站

Water-fun activities are often staged on the Breeze Canal outside

Luzhou

the station. Off in the distance, the Luzhou Lee Mansion is an
important historic monument done in the southern Fujian
architectural style.
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